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Introduction

I Tensor Gaussian process (tensor GP) is a powerful Bayesian nonparametric
regression method that flexibly models the nonlinearity of the tensorial data

I Computation load O(N3) of GP training restricts the applicability of tensor
GP to large-scale problem in practice

I Tensor online local Gaussian process (tensor OLGP) is a computationally
efficient framework for tensor-variate regression

Tensor GP Regression

I The training set D = {(Xn, yn)}
N
n=1 where the scalar output yn ∈ R is

generated by a nonlinear function f (Xn) of the D-order tensor input
Xn ∈ RI1×···×ID with an additive Gaussian noise εn ∼ N(0,σ2)

yn = f (Xn) + εn

I The latent function of tensor GP approach can be modeled by a GP

f (X) ∼ GP(m(X), k(X,X ′)|θ)

I The covariance function k(X,X ′) is product probabilistic kernel

k(X,X ′) = α2
D∏

d=1

exp

(
KL(p(x|ΩX
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)
I The joint predictive distribution of the latent function is Guassian

p(f∗, y|X∗,X, θ,σ2)

I The conditional predictive distribution is also Gaussian

p(f∗|X∗,X, y, θ,σ2) = N(m∗,σ2
∗)

m∗ = kT
X(K + σ2I)−1y

σ2
∗ = k∗ − kT

X(K + σ2I)−1kX

Tensor OLGP Regression

I Stage 1 GP Experts Construction: Use the covariance function of tensor GP
as a similarity measurement to sequentially partition the training data
points into a number of small-sized experts

I Stage 2 Local Prediction: Find a fixed-number of local GP experts to make
predictions (for given test tensorial inputs) with a Gaussian mixture

Stage 1 GP Experts Construction

Stage 2 Local Prediction

I Input-based Searching Strategy:
I Find M local experts having the highest similarities with X∗ among all

the local experts according to tensor kernel function wk = k(X∗,Ck)
I Input-output-based Searching Strategy:

I Find its nearest local expert Ck � {XCk, yCk} from the input X-space
using tensor kernel function

I Find M local experts {Cm � {XCm, yCm}}
M
m=1 that are being closest to yCk in

y-space among all the local expert centers as the candidates
I Weighted Local Prediction:

I Use wk = k(X∗,Ck) as the weight of local expert k, and the prediction ŷ∗
is the weighted combination from each local prediction
ȳk = kk(X∗,Xk)

T(Kk + σ2I)−1yk as follows

ŷ∗ =
∑M

k=1 wkȳk∑M
k=1 wk

Computational Complexity

Partation + Training Prediction
tensor GP O(N2ID+1 + N3) O(NID+1 + N2)
tensor OLGP O(NRID+1 + NSID+1 + S3) O(RID+1 + M(SID+1 + S2))

ECoG Food Tracking Task Dataset

I Comparison of prediction of movement on shoulder marker along x-axis

Data size, wgen Method RMSE NLL Running Time (s)
Training Testing

10000, 0.5
tensor GP 3.05± 0.16 7.26± 0.57 1279.1± 9.2 2480.6± 16.7

tensor x-OLGP 4.71± 0.15 2.86± 0.10 321.0± 3.9 503.5± 4.7
tensor xy-OLGP 4.39± 0.18 4.53± 0.43 321.0± 3.9 492.4± 8.3

10000, 0.6 tensor x-OLGP 4.56± 0.14 2.66± 0.07 511.1± 3.2 829.9± 6.4
tensor xy-OLGP 3.82± 0.15 4.03± 0.41 511.1± 3.2 822.0± 6.8

36000, 0.4
tensor GP 3.40± 0.19 10.15± 0.81 19141.9± 163.5 39152.4± 230.9

tensor x-OLGP 5.77± 0.19 3.18± 0.12 2819.9± 37.3 5135.2± 66.3
tensor xy-OLGP 5.62± 0.24 4.67± 0.48 2819.9± 37.3 4503.0± 48.1

I Comparison vs. number of training samples and vs. number of local experts

Conclusion

I A new tensor-variate local GP regression framework has been introduced, it
successfully adapts the local GP modeling to the tensor input space

I Large data is efficiently processed by several small-sized GP in an online way


